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‘We do not reject the machine, we welcome it. But we would 
desire to see it mastered’                                            William Morris, 1888.

Glass has been used for domestic design objects for centuries 
and has a rich history. From the handmade factories of Murano 
in the 12th century to the mechanised factories of the industrial 
revolution and into today’s world of computerised, automated mass 
production, glass remains one of the most utilised materials in our 
daily lives. However handmade glass is rarely seen within today’s 
manufacturing landscape. 

In a bid to encourage ethically produced items that are cherished, 
handmade and sustainable, we invited five Australian designers to 
work with glassmakers at Canberra Glassworks.  This collaborative 
project focuses on pairing designers with skilled makers to deliver 
products that emphasise the material qualities inherent in glass.  
This two-year investigation of material, technique and trial and error 
has culminated in the exhibition LOCAL CANBERRA. 

Emma Elizabeth, Tom Fereday, Andrew Simpson, Tom Skeehan and 
Anna Varendorff are contemporary designers with independent 
sustainable practices, each is known for their innovative designs and 

ethical manufacturing processes.  These designers were selected 
by Emma Elizabeth, the Sydney based designer, curator, stylist and 
founder of the design platform LOCAL DESIGN.  

This exhibition is a starting point for future projects that encourages 
further research into using handmade glass. It highlights the 
importance of fostering relationships between skilled glassmakers 
and telling these stories. Through this process we aim to increase the 
understanding of the relationship between the everyday object and 
the making process.

‘We do not reject the machine, we welcome it. But we would desire 
to see it mastered’ William Morris, 1888.

Curated by Emma Elizabeth, LOCAL DESIGN
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Emma Elizabeth believes that design is nothing without 

style, and style is nothing without design.  With more 

the fifteen years of experience as an independent, highly 

innovative designer, stylist and creative director, Emma 

graduated from Istituto Europeo di Design in Milano, 

Italy, undertaking a fusion course between interior design, 

industrial design and set design. In 2006, she set up her 

practice EMMA ELIZABETH DESIGNS followed by the 

design platform LOCAL DESIGN.

Emma Elizabeth focuses her practice on art direction, 

design, styling, curation, events, production, buying and 

facilitating creative partnerships. Under the banner 

LOCAL DESIGN she has led teams of Australian designers 

who have exhibited at Milan Design Week. These 

exhibitions highlight the growing ambition of Australian 

design at a major international level.

ELIZABETH

Emma ELIZABETH
One Eighty Degrees

2021

mould blown glass and soft bricks

COLLABORATORS

Sean Booth mould fabrication

Glass blowing was undertaken at 
Canberra Glassworks by Tom Rowney, assisted 
by Nick Adams, Belinda Toll and Nadina Geary. 

Coldworking by Jacqueline Knight, Rory 
Branson, Mel Douglas, Louis Grant, 
Nadia Geary, Elizabeth Casling and 
Canberra Glassworks staff
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...design is nothing without style, and style is nothing without design.
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Tom Fereday’s work celebrates the materials and 

manufacture behind furniture and objects, guiding 

considered and thoughtful design outcomes that explore 

the notion of refined utility.

Through a holistic approach he collaborates with 

renowned local makers, designers and brands with the 

shared view that through collaboration, a more meaningful 

and resonating result may be found. Tom Fereday works in 

furniture, product design and art direction with the inherent 

belief that technical construction, form and exhibition 

should be considered as one.

After working across Europe and Australia Tom Fereday 

founded his solo practice in 2012. His works have 

been presented and published internationally through 

collaborations with brands including Louis Vuitton, Alessi, 

Stellarworks and Herman Miller. 

Tom FEREDAY
Incense Burner

2021
cast crystal glass

FEREDAY
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...the shared view that through collaboration, a more meaningful 
and resonating result may be found.
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Tom FEREDAY
Sana vase

2021
cast crystal glass

previous page

Tom FEREDAY
Sana collection; vase and bowl

2021
cast crystal glass

COLLABORATORS

Sana Incense Burner: [Eucalyptus and Amber] 
cast in Sydney by Nancy Qin Yu. 

Sana Bowl: cast at Canberra Glassworks 
by Spike Deane
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Tom Skeehan established the design studio SKEEHAN in 

2011 which now encompasses a dedicated, close-knit team 

of research and design experts.

The studio consists of a team of problem solvers that relish 

collaborative design and cross disciplinary processes. 

Their success has been based around forming close and 

honest partnerships with local researchers, designers, 

and manufacturers, that create thoughtful products, 

spaces and experiences. SKEEHAN is best known for their 

furniture, lighting and product design that involves taking 

traditional creative practices and allowing the materials 

speak for themselves. 

Placing emphasis on sharing skills and material knowledge, 

Tom has embedded himself and his team within a 

community of highly skilled artists and craftspeople, 

suppliers and manufactures that foster and promote these 

principles and allow him to deliver refined and beautifully 

made products. 

Tom SKEEHAN
Brow Bowls

2021
blown and carved glass

SKEEHAN
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...design that involves taking traditional creative practices and 
allowing the materials speak 

for themselves. 
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Tom SKEEHAN
Ray Collection

2021
wall sconce

next page

Tom SKEEHAN
Ray Collection

2021
suspended light

COLLABORATORS

SKEEHAN: Tom Skeehan, Rachel Bryon, Ryan 
Robinette

Brow Bowls: blown glass by Annette Blair, assisted 
by Belinda Toll, glass carving and finishing by Peter 
Nilsson, finishing gold bowl Aimee Frodsham and 
Louis Grant

Ray Collection:  kiln form glass by Rose-Mary 
Faulkner, moulds by SKEEHAN, Lighting Assembly 
by Rakumba, Hinges by Debco Engineering, 
Anodising by Fink + Co. 
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Andrew Simpson is the founder and director of Vert 

Design and has designed a vast range of products over its 

sixteen years of operation, from the hand-crafted through 

to mass produced industrial products. His methodology 

focuses on an in-depth understanding of the design 

process, from designing and prototyping to fabricating. 

Andrew’s research-led approach has provided him with 

the expertise to develop work for a range of leading 

Australian and global brands. Constantly searching for 

new ways of working, his experimental work in the studio 

has led to several innovations including the development of 

sustainable materials made from waste. 

Vert works across industrial design, strategy and craft 

including industrial and medical products, glass, 

ceramics, furniture, lighting, consumer electrics, wearable 

tech, fashion, jewellery, eye-wear, boats, shelters, and 

automotive parts.

Andrew SIMPSON
Requiem for a Cathode Ray

2021

investment cast recycled TV screen glass

SIMPSON
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...understanding of the design process, from designing 
and prototyping to fabricating.
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Andrew SIMPSON

Untitled

2021

mould blown glass, graphite glass blowing mould

previous page

Andrew SIMPSON
Requiem for a Cathode Ray

2021
Production sequence left to right: 
3D printed form 
silicon mould 
cast wax 
partial glass cast form

COLLABORATORS

Requiem for a Cathode Ray: cast at 
Canberra Glassworks by Spike Deane

Untitled mould blown forms: blown at 
Canberra Glassworks by Ben Edols
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A.C.V studio is an experimental practice that takes the 

role of the craftsperson into the field of the designer, 

whilst maintaining the singularity and the nuance of 

pieces all produced by one individual. A.C.V studio is the 

project of artist Anna Varendorff, whose formal training 

as a metalsmith and artist is adapted to make day to day 

objects from the intersection of a materials’ potential, a 

utilitarian need and a thoughtful conceptual space.

The inherent limits that accompany single person 

production are celebrated by A.C.V studio, and the special 

gesture that is present in the work of a craftsperson is seen 

as a point of distinction in each piece. No two pieces are 

ever exactly the same.

VARENDORFF

Anna VARENDORFF
Double Bubble Wall hook

2021
blown glass, brass

COLLABORATORS

Double bubble wall Hook: blown and hot-formed 
glass made at Canberra Glassworks by Tom Rowney
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No two pieces are ever exactly the same.
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Exhibition partners

Canberra Glassworks is supported by the ACT Government through artsACT and the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body.

Cover image: 

Tom Skeehan, Brow Bowls, 2021, blown and 
hand carved battuto glass.

Back image:

Tom Fereday, Sana collection, 2021, cast crystal 
glass

We acknowledge the Ngunnawal and Ngambri peoples, the traditional owners of the ACT region, on whose lands we live and work and 
where the Canberra Glassworks stands. We pay respects to their Ancestors, Elders, leaders and artists past and present, and recognise their 
ongoing connections to Culture and Country. We also extend our acknowledgement to all First Nations peoples.

Photography by  Brenton McGeachie and Pew Pew Studio for Canberra Glassworks 2021.
Courtesy of the artists, Local Design and Canberra Glassworks. 



canberraglassworks.com

11 Wentworth Ave, Kingston ACT 2604

T 02 6260 7005

E contactus@canberraglassworks.com

opening hours

Wed to Sun 10am to 4pm


